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Sommario
This paper focuses on the main results obtained from studying, via numerical simulations, three different solutions of very stiff cantilever retaining structures in sandy soil. These structures are usually employed to support deep excavations to minimize soil displacement
in urban areas where the use of anchors is often impossible. Structural elements are assumed to be elastic and are simulated by both beam
and continuum elements. A simple elastic perfectly plastic constitutive model with Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion and zero dilatancy
is used to describe soil behaviour. The stress and displacement fields in structural elements under normal loading conditions for the
different solutions and approaches adopted (beam or continuum) are reported and compared. Numerical analyses are also carried out
to investigate failure mechanisms. The accuracy of the results is checked by convergence analyses. The study highlights the crucial role
played by the shear stresses mobilized at the boundary of structural elements due to excavation. Guidance is offered to develop models to
numerically obtain accurate behaviour of these kinds of structures in practice.

1. Introduction
Excavation-induced wall deflections and ground
displacements are a normal occurrence and may
damage pre-existing structures. Hence, when designing structures of this kind, an accurate prediction of field displacement is important. The extent
of ground settlement associated with deep excavation is related to the stiffness of support systems, geotechnical soil properties and construction sequences. Therefore, to effectively minimise ground movement the stiffness of the support system must be increased or/and soil strengthened through ground
improvement. In urban areas the use of anchors is
sometimes impossible and ground improvement difficult (narrow streets, existing buildings, unexpected materials intercepted during excavation, etc.).
Hence, in such cases, only stiff cantilever retaining
structures can be used.
Very stiff structures such as thick rectangular
diaphragm, T-shaped retaining walls and rectangular diaphragm walls with buttresses (hereafter referred to as a buttress wall) are frequently adopted
in displacement control. While a number of studies
have been published [OU et al., 1996; OU et al., 2007;
LIN and WOO, 2007; HWANG and MOH, 2008; CHEN et
al., 2011; HSIEH et al., 2011 among others], further
investigation is required to better understand the
behaviour of these special types of structures and to
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identify effective prediction models that yield good
accuracy.
In current design these retaining structures are
frequently analysed via a simplified 2D approach,
where the structural element is modeled as a 1D
beam element with Young modulus, E, moment of
inertia, I, and area, A, of the real geometry. This approach often fails to predict the actual behaviour of
the soil-structure system and overestimation of displacement can occur [BUSELLI et al., 2011, HSIEH et
al., 2011]. To accurately predict behaviour, the thickness and real shape of the structures should be considered.
More in general, for an accurate prediction of
ground (field) displacements in sandy soil many other aspects should be taken into account, such as non
linearity of soil behaviour [JARDINE et al., 1986; BURLAND, 1989; VIGGIANI and TAMAGNINI, 2000; and, more
recently, ROTISCIANI and MILIZIANO, 2013], mechanical behaviour of soil-structure interface, mechanical behaviour of concrete (including viscosity) and
effective simulation of reinforced concrete including the possibility of crack formation. Excavationinduced wall deflections and ground displacements
are also influenced by diaphragm wall installation
procedures [ARAI et al., 2008; CONTI et al., 2012; ROTISCIANI and MILIZIANO, 2013; BURLON et al., 2013].
This investigation examines the behaviour of
three stiff cantilever retaining structures (rectangular
thick, T-shaped and buttress wall) through 2D and 3D
numerical analyses, where the real shape and thickness of the structure are explicitly modeled and the
structural elements are simulated as a continuum.
The focus of the paper was to ascertain to what extent
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the shape of the wall is relevant in order to achieve
good accuracy in numerical simulation. Hence, very
simple constitutive equations has been assumed for
both soil (elastic perfectly plastic) and structure (linear elastic); moreover, the construction stages were not
simulated (the support system is wished in place). The
rectangular and T-shaped structures are also modeled
as simple 1D beams. Numerical analyses were carried
out with the finite difference method, using the commercial code Flac 2D v. 5.0 [ITASCA, 2005], Flac 3D v.
3.00 [ITASCA, 2006] and the finite element code Plaxis
2D v. 8.2 [PLAXIS, 2002].
The comparison of the results obtained for the
different kinds of structures and approaches used
pinpointed the peculiarities of the mechanisms of
soil-structure interaction. Results regarding ultimate
limit states (failure mechanisms and safety factors),
numerically obtained by a reduction procedure in
strength parameters, are also presented and discussed.
The study highlights the relevance of shear
stresses on the lateral surface of structural elements, under both operating (controlling displacement fields and bending moment distribution)
and near ultimate state conditions (influencing
values of safety factors). The study provides guidance on how to develop accurate numerical models to account for the behaviour of these kinds of
structures.

2. Studied cases, models, preliminary design
The three reinforced concrete retaining walls
studied are shown in figure 1: a) thick rectangular,
thanks to existing technology very thick rectangular bulkheads can now be constructed; b) T-shaped
and c) buttress wall, where the buttress is connected to the main wall by a head-beam. The T-shaped
wall was studied with the web located both upside
(on the soil side) and downside (on the excavation
side). Their geometries are reported in figure 2; the
thickness of each structural element is 1 m. There is
gap (0.5 m) between the buttress and the main diaphragm (Fig. 2c), useful for installing waterproofing systems and for internal concrete structural lining before demolishment. The retaining wall is a
30 m long cantilever bulkhead to support a 16 m
excavation depth (Fig. 3).
The soil was assumed to be elastic-perfectly plastic following the Mohr-Coulomb purely frictional
failure criterion. The unit weight, γ, was 20 kN/m3,
the friction angle, ϕ, 38° and the Young modulus
was assumed to be linearly increasing with depth,
from 30 MPa at the ground level with a gradient
of 1 MPa/m. Poisson’s ratio is 0.2. A homogeneous
soil in dry conditions was assumed. The value of the
at rest coefficient, K0, was assumed equal to 0.381

Fig. 1 – Cantilever retaining structures studied.
Fig. 1 – Paratie a sbalzo studiate.

Fig. 2 – Dimensions of cross section of the
structures studied (s =1 m).
Fig. 2 – Dimensioni della sezione trasversale delle strutture
studiate (s =1 m).

Fig. 3 – Geometry and boundary conditions.
Fig. 3 – Geometria e condizioni al contorno.

(1-sinϕ). The structure was assumed to be linear
elastic with Young’s modulus equal to 30 GPa and
Poisson’s ratio equal to 0.15. The retaining structures are connected to the soil via interfaces, whose
strength was assumed as purely frictional, with the
same friction angle as the surrounding soil. For
both soil and interfaces dilatancy was zero.
A preliminary design was performed adopting
conventional procedures based on the limit equilibrium method and neglecting the structure’s thick-
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ness. Using different theories to evaluate the coefficients of active and passive pressure, the length
of the structure required to support the excavation
depth (16 m) varied between 28 and 32 m. A total
structure length of 30 m was assumed.

3. Numerical analyses
To assess the accuracy of the numerical results
a convergence analysis was performed. In finite element numerical analyses the accuracy of the solution depends on mesh density and tolerated error. Convergence analysis was carried out simulating the structural element as a beam. Using Plaxis 2D, four meshes of different density were considered. An accurate solution requires the use of a
fine mesh (Fig. 4) and a tolerated error of 0.001.
Further refinements of the mesh and further reductions of tolerated error did not produce other changes to the solution (Appendix A). The fine
mesh and a tolerated error of 0.001 were also used
for the analyses in which the structural element was
modeled as a continuum. In this case, a very fine
mesh for the structural element was adopted to ensure accuracy.
When the finite difference method is used in
numerical analyses the solution depends on mesh
density and unbalanced force. Convergence analysis
was carried out for the T-shaped wall simulating the
structural element as a continuum with Flac 3D. In
this case, too, four mesh densities were considered;
cubic elements of 0.25 m were employed throughout for the structural element. The solution started
to gain accuracy when a mesh with a density defined
as fine was used (Fig. 5; the size of cubic elements
for the soil surrounding the structure is 0.25 m) and
a value of 20 N for unbalanced force. The fine mesh
and an unbalanced force of 20 N were also used to
investigate the buttress wall and the T-shaped wall
(2D simplified approach). Convergence analyses are
detailed in Appendix A.
Various numerical analyses were performed. The
rectangular diaphragm wall was simulated both as a

Fig. 4 – Adopted mesh (fine) in Plaxis 2D analyses.
Fig. 4 – Mesh fine impiegata nelle analisi Plaxis 2D.
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Fig. 5 – Adopted mesh (fine) in Flac 3D analyses.
Fig. 5 – Mesh fine adottata nelle analisi Flac 3D.

beam element and as a continuum using the Plaxis
2D code. Using Flac 3D, the two configurations of
the T-shaped retaining walls (upside and downside
web) as well as the buttress wall were simulated. The
actual shape and thickness of the structure were explicitly modeled and the structural elements simulated as a continuum. Due to symmetry, 3D numerical analyses were carried out, only modelling a 2.5 m
slice. The excavation supported by a T-shaped structure was also modeled with a 2D simplified beam element and a 2D continuum approach (Flac 2D).The
following steps were followed: I) initialization of geostatic stresses; II) activation of the structure into the
model (wished in place); III) excavations up to 16 m
in 2-meter steps.
When the structure was modeled as a continuum, bending moments, M, could be calculated using three different equivalent procedures: I) integration of internal stresses; II) integration of the
stresses acting at the boundary of the structural element (taking into account the self weight of the
structural element); III) double integration of horizontal displacements (see Appendix B). Values of
bending moments, obtained using the three different methods, are basically coincident. The bending moment can also be easily “measured” by introducing a special “instrument”: a very flexible vertical
beam connected to the structural element through
an elastic interface. To avoid any effect on the solution, the flexural stiffness, EI, of the beam should
be scaled to the actual stiffness (for instance, using
a scale factor of 106); real values of the bending moments are 106 times those “measured” by the beam.
The normal axial forces, N, were calculated by internal normal stress integration. The total shear forces,
T, were calculated both by internal shear stress integration and by the integration of the stresses acting
at the boundary of the structural element (see Appendix B, also).
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obtained simulating the structure as 1D (18% and
24%, respectively).
These results are a consequence of the stabilizing effect of the moment associated with shear
stresses mobilized along the diaphragm’s lateral
surface. In fact, normal stress (Fig.7a) and shear
stress (Fig. 7b) distribution are quite similar in both
models but, when the thickness of the bulkhead
is finite, a stabilizing counter-clockwise moment is
generated by shear stress (Fig. 8). This effect is neglected in the simplified beam approach where the
thickness of the structural elements was zero and,
therefore, the moment associated with shear stresses was also zero.

Rectangular diaphragm. An initial result, worth
noting, is obtained by comparing the numerical results on the rectangular wall modeled both via a
simplified beam approach and via continuum elements. In this latter and more realistic approach
both bending moments and horizontal displacements, ux, (Fig. 6) were slightly smaller than those

T-shaped diaphragm. Figure 9 shows the bending moments and the horizontal displacements
along the structure for the T-shaped wall (bending
moment refers to 1 m of wall [kNm/m]; the values
of M acting on T are the values reported in figure
multiplied by 2.5). The results largely depend on
the two simulation modalities adopted. The maximum bending moment calculated in the 3D model
is about 34% less than that obtained in a 2D simplified beam approach. In terms of displacements, the
differences are more pronounced. The maximum
horizontal displacement obtained via 2D analyses
was about 3 times greater than that calculated in 3D.
For both simulations figure 10 shows normal
stresses and shear stresses acting at the diaphragm’s
lateral boundaries. The nature of the phenomenon
is essentially the same as that described for the rectangular diaphragm. Both the bending moments

Fig. 7a – Rectangular wall, beam vs continuum; normal
stresses.
Fig. 7a – Paratia rettangolare, beam vs continuo; tensioni
normali.

Fig. 7b – Rectangular wall, beam vs continuum; shear stresses.
Fig. 7b – Paratia rettangolare, beam vs continuo; tensioni
tangenziali.

Fig. 6 – Rectangular wall, beam vs continuum; horizontal
displacements and bending moments.
Fig. 6 – Paratia rettangolare, beam vs continuo; spostamenti
orizzontali e momenti flettenti.

3.1. Numerical results: normal loading conditions
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Fig. 8 – Stabilizing moment generated by shear stresses acting at the boundary of wall.
Fig. 8 – Momento stabilizzante generato dalle tensioni
tangenziali agenti al contorno della paratia.

and the displacements in 3D simulations benefit
from the positive effect of the stabilizing moment
associated with the shear stresses mobilized at the
structural element’s boundary. For the T-shaped wall
the effects are more pronounced than for the rectangular wall. This is due to the structural element’s
larger lateral surface and to the larger values of the
shear forces. A considerable contribution to the stabilizing moment may be traced to τz acting on the
web’s lateral surface (the medium value of vertical
shear stress, τzm=50-60 kPa, is quite high; see Fig. 10).
Qualitatively similar results were obtained for the Tshaped retaining structure in a different geotechnical context by BUSELLI et al. [2011].

Fig. 9 – T-shaped wall, 2D simplified beam vs 3D model;
horizontal displacements and bending moments.
Fig. 9 – Paratia a T, confronto tra analisi 2D semplificate e
analisi 3D; spostamenti orizzontali e momenti flettenti.

The case of a T-shaped wall in the upside configuration was also investigated. Results and comments
are reported in the next section where the features
of both T-shaped configurations are compared with
the behaviour of the buttress wall.
The 3D modelling of a T-shaped wall yields completely different results from those obtained with the
simplified 2D beam approach. To identify a simple
and effective 2D continuum approach to perform calculations, three different criteria for modelling the
structural element as a continuum were explored. In

Fig. 10 – T-shaped wall, 2D simplified beam vs 3D model; normal and shear stresses.
Fig. 10 – Paratia a T, confronto tra analisi 2D semplificate e analisi 3D; tensioni normali e tangenziali.
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Fig. 11 – T-shaped wall: comparison between results of different 2D methods and 3D analyses.
Fig. 11 – Paratia a T: confronto tra i risultati di differenti
analisi 2D e i risultati dell’analisi 3D.

these cases the flexural stiffness, EI, was assumed to
be coincident to that of the T-shaped diaphragm, EIT
(IT is the moment of inertia of the structural section):
Method a: in the first method the thickness was
assumed to be 1 m (the flange thickness) and the value of E was increased to obtain EIT;
Method b: the adopted thickness furnishes the
same area of the T-shaped wall (the value of the thickness is 2 m). Also in this case E was increased to obtain a flexural stiffness of the T-shaped diaphragm;
Method c: the moment of inertia is coincident to
that of the T; the equivalent thickness can be calculated through the following equation
m; in this case, the value of E is the real one.

Note that the thickness of the structural element
in the three analyzed methods was 1, 2 and about 3
m and consequently the moment arm of shear forces
acting along the lateral surface of the equivalent rectangular element also differs. In all three cases the
unit weight of concrete has been scaled to maintain
constant the bulkhead’s total self-weight.
The results in terms of bending moments and
displacements are shown in figure 11. Methods a and
b furnish very poor results both in terms of bending
moments and displacements. Maximum displacements are higher than those obtained in 3D analysis. Similar considerations hold for bending moment distribution. A very good agreement is found
for method c, both in terms of M e ux distributions.
As the shear stresses are very similar for all three
applied methods, evidently the “right” thickness to
obtain a value for the stabilizing moment similar to
that of 3D analysis is that assumed in method c.
Buttress wall. In terms of displacement the performance of the buttress wall is very similar to the Tshaped wall in the downside configuration. The maximum horizontal displacement of the buttress wall is
smaller than the T-shaped displacement at the head.
The horizontal displacement of the main wall of the
buttress was larger than that of the T-shaped displacement in depth due to its greater deformability (Fig.
12a). Results obtained for the T-shaped wall in the upside configuration are also reported. In terms of displacement this last configuration is the worst (Fig.
12a); in any case, in upside configuration, too, the T
was able to control the maximum value of the horizontal displacement (only 20% higher than the displacement shown by T in the downside configuration).

Fig. 12 – Buttress wall vs T-shaped walls; a) horizontal displacements; b) bending moments and c) axial forces.
Fig. 12 – Confronto tra paratia con contrafforti e a T; a) spostamenti orizzontali; b) momenti flessione e c) sforzi assiali.
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Fig. 13 – Collapse mechanisms and safety factors.
Fig. 13 – Meccanismi di collasso e fattori di sicurezza.

To complete the description the results obtained
for the T-shaped walls and for the buttress wall in
terms of bending moments and normal axial forces are reported in figures 12b e 12c, respectively. In
terms of bending moments and axial forces, the behaviour of the T-shaped wall in both configurations
is very similar.
As well as the state of deformation, the distribution of the internal actions in the buttress wall is significantly different from that in the T-shaped wall.
The beam at the head induced a “push and pull”
mechanism as well as the development of bending
moments at the head of the two elements that form
the buttress. In particular, along the main wall, the
bending moment diagram was interwoven, as is typically observed for a diaphragm wall anchored at
the head, and characterized by relatively small values . On the contrary, the buttress showed very high
bending moments; the maximum value of M was
achieved at the head (as a result of the bending moment transmitted by the beam), then M linearly reduced at depth. Under the bottom of the excavation
the diagram of M tended to resemble that of the Tshaped wall (Fig. 12b).
The buttress was compressed: N reached quite
high values at the head of about 2,000 kN, while
the main wall was in tension (about -800 kN, at the
head). In all the cases represented in figure 12c, the
axial force initially increased linearly with depth ac-
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cording to the self weight of the structural elements.
This is due to the fact that the shear stresses at the
soil-structure interface were relatively low. Below the
bottom of the excavation the axial force tended to
reduce rapidly due to the high values of the shear
stresses along the interfaces.
3.2. Numerical results: geotechnical ultimate limit state
Numerical models were also used to study the
behaviour of the various types of retaining structures analyzed at failure and to quantify the level
of safety with respect to the geotechnical ultimate
limit state. The calculations were performed by
gradually reducing the soil strength (strength parameter reduction procedure). The safety factor
can be evaluated as the ratio between the soil’s real
strength (c, φ) and the reduced strength (cr, φr), for
which the soil-structure system is near to collapse
(F=c/cr=tanφ/tanφr).
For the maximum height of excavation, figure
13 shows the collapse mechanisms in the five cases
investigated (the failure mechanism is highlighted
by plastic zone envelopes) and the corresponding
safety factors. Although the five mechanisms are very
similar, the safety factors are quite different. The
lowest value of the safety factor is 1.63, obtained for
the structure modeled by a simplified 2D beam ap-
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proach. F slightly increased for the rectangular wall
in 2D continuum analyses where the thickness of the
wall is explicitly modeled (F=1.73). Higher values for
safety factor are associated with upside and downside
T-shaped configurations and the buttress wall: 2.09,
2.15 and 2.27, respectively.
These results are consistent with those obtained
in terms of bending moments and displacements.
The geotechnical ultimate state conditions also benefit from the stabilizing effect of the moment associated with the shear stress acting on the lateral surface of the diaphragm. Similar results were obtained
by RACANSKY et al. [2008] and BUSELLI et al. [2011].
In terms of stability, the buttress wall is the most efficient retaining system. For the T-shaped wall, also
in terms of the safety factor, the configuration with a
downside web is slightly more efficient than that with
an upside web.

4. Concluding remarks
In this paper the behaviour of three very stiff
cantilever retaining structures was analyzed and
compared. The study of a supported deep excavation in sandy soil was carried out via 2D and 3D numerical modelling. The accuracy of the results was
checked by convergence analysis. The analysis of
numerical results highlights the crucial role played
by the shear stresses mobilized at the boundary of
the structural elements. The investigation provides
guidance for devising effective calculation models to obtain accurate numerical results for these
structures. With reference to the studied cases the
following conclusions can be drawn.
– The rectangular wall can be modeled by means of a simple 1D beam element. In fact, due
to small and safety orientated errors (the stabilizing effect of the shear stresses acting on the
structural element’s lateral surface are quite
small), both in terms of bending moments and
displacements, the simplified approach is acceptable from an engineering point of view.
Errors increase with the increasing thickness
of the structure; more accurate solutions can
be easily obtained through 2D numerical
analysis where the structural element is simulated as a continuum. For any thickness over
1.2 m we recommend the use of a continuum
approach.
– For T-shaped walls, an important role is played by shear stresses mobilized along the interface between the soil and the structure. The
stabilizing moment associated with shear stresses reduces both displacements and bending
moments. Therefore, T-shaped retaining walls
should be studied via 3D analyses. The behaviour of the two T-shaped configurations stu-

died (upside and downside web) are quite similar; the downside configuration works slightly
better than the upside, both in terms of bending moments and displacements; downside
configuration is very effective in disposing of
concrete reinforcements. However, as a plane
surface on the excavation side this is very convenient for many reasons (facility of excavation,
waterproofing installation, internal structural
concrete wall construction, structural connection between wall and internal structure, etc.),
the upside configuration is frequently adopted
in practice.
– The behaviour of the T-shaped wall obtained via 3D analyses (both upside and downside configurations), can also be numerically
reproduced via 2D numerical analyses, where the structure is modeled with an equivalent
rectangular continuum element having the same Young modulus and moment of inertia as
the real T section. In the design of a cantilever T-shaped bulkhead, therefore, the structural element has to be modeled as a continuum
employing the 2D approach, with the suggested equivalence criterion or using the 3D approach directly.
The buttress wall is very effective; its behaviour
is similar to that of the T-shaped web downside configuration. In this case, it is necessary to
model the structural elements as a continuum
and employ a full 3D approach.
– Ultimate state conditions also benefit from the
stabilizing effect of the moment associated with
shear stress acting on the diaphragm’s lateral
surface. The positive effects are greater when
the width of the retaining structure is increased, also in terms of stability. The buttress wall
is the most efficient retaining system of the three. For the T-shaped wall, also in terms of safety, the configuration with the downside web is
slightly more efficient than that with the upside located. For the rectangular wall the finite
thickness produces a small but appreciable increment of safety compared with the beam approach. In order to evaluate the correct value
of the safety level it is, therefore, essential to
consider the finite width of the structure.
– When commercial codes and modern computers are used 3D analyses and calculations are
rapid. Data extraction is relatively simple if specific techniques are used, such as the introduction of a very flexible beam connected to the
structural element for the measurement of bending moments.
The conclusions reported above apply qualitatively to all cantilever diaphragm walls in general, regardless of the numerical values of the soil strength
parameter and excavation depth.
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However, further studies are necessary to better
understand the behaviour of these special cantilever
retaining walls and to identify effective calculation
procedures for design purposes. Many other aspects
should be taken into account, such as non linearity
of soil, mechanical behaviour of soil-structure interface, creep and consolidation phenomena in clayey
soils, mechanical behaviour of concrete (including
viscosity) and effective simulation of reinforced concrete including the possibility of crack formation.
The influence of diaphragm wall installation procedures should be also taken into account. Progress on
this topic also requires a systematic comparison between good extensive field measurements and good
numerical results on very well characterized geotechnical sites.
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Appendix A - Convergence Analyses
This appendix shows the results of convergence
numerical analyses carried out in order to assess the
accuracy of the results presented in the paper both
for a 2D finite element approach, using Plaxis, and a
3D finite difference analysis, using Flac.
Plaxis 2D. In finite element numerical analyses
the accuracy of the solution depends on mesh density and tolerated error. Using Plaxis 2D, four meshes of different density are considered: coarse, medium, fine and very fine (Fig. A1). Triangular finite
elements providing a fourth order interpolation for
displacements with 15 nodes and 12 Gauss integration points are adopted for the analysis of soil. The
convergence analyses are carried out simulating the
structural element as a beam.
Figure A2 shows how the maximum horizontal displacement at the structure’s head and the
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maximum bending moment of the retaining structure varies (for the final excavation stage), chancing the tolerated error for the four meshes considered. The solutions tend to converge to constant values, reducing the tolerated error and increasing the
mesh density. Starting from the fine mesh and from
a value of 0.001 for tolerated error, further refinements of the mesh and further reductions of tolerated error do not produce appreciable changes to
the solution, but only an increased calculation time
(Fig. A2). Similar considerations are valid for the
stabilized bending moment distribution along the
structural element (Fig. A3): the distribution of the
bending moment tends to converge increasing the
mesh density.
Flac 3D. In finite difference numerical analysis the solution depends on mesh density and unbalanced force. Here, too, four mesh densities are
considered; cubic elements of 0.25 m are employed
throughout for the structural element; for the surrounding soil, cubic elements of 1.0, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125
m are assumed for coarse, medium, fine and very
fine mesh, respectively (Fig. A4).
Fig. A5 shows how the horizontal displacement
at the structure’s head and the unbalanced force
(for the final excavation stage of a T-shaped retaining structure) vary during calculation steps for the
four meshes considered. The solution tends to converge to a constant value, while the unbalanced force
reduces progressively. The stabilized horizontal displacement increases by incrementing the mesh density and it tends to a constant value. Also in this case,
the presented solutions are numerically accurate as,
starting with a mesh with a density defined as fine
and from a value of 20 N for the unbalanced force,
further refinements of the mesh and further reductions of the unbalanced force do not change the so-

Fig. A2 – Influence of mesh density and tolerated error: a)
maximum horizontal displacements; b) maximum bending moments; c) calculation time (Plaxis 2D).
Fig. A2 – Influenza della densità della mesh e dell’errore
tollerato: a) spostamento orizzontale massimo; b) momento
flettente massimo; c) tempi di calcolo (Plaxis 2D).

lution. Stabilized values of bending moments and
horizontal displacements (Fig. A6) for fine and very
fine meshes are coincident. Obviously, the computation time grows, increasing mesh density and decreasing the unbalanced force.

Fig. A1 – Mesh of different density adopted (Plaxis 2D).
Fig. A1 – Mesh di differenti densità adottate (Plaxis 2D).
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Fig. A3 – Influence of mesh density on bending moments
and horizontal displacements (Plaxis 2D).
Fig. A3 – Influenza della densità della mesh sul momento
flettente e sugli spostamenti orizzontali (Plaxis 2D).

Fig. A5 – Influence of mesh density and unbalanced force
on maximum horizontal displacement (Flac 3D).
Fig. A5 – Influenza della densità della mesh e della forza
sbilanciata sul massimo spostamento orizzontale.

Integration of internal stress
The expressions used for M, N and T calculation
are:
(1)
where x is the distance from the centre of the
mass axis. The meaning of the other symbols is reported in figure B1. Operatively, following this approach for each calculation section, it is necessary to extract the stresses (normal and tangential),

Fig. A4 – Mesh of different density adopted (Flac 3D).
Fig. A4 – Mesh di differenti densità adottate (Flac 3D).

Appendix B - Bending moment, shear and normal force calculation
When the structure is modeled as a continuum, N, M and T can be calculated using two different equivalent procedures: integration of internal stresses and integration of the stresses acting at
the boundary of the structural element; in this second case it is necessary to take into account the self
weight of the structural element. The bending moment can also be calculated by double integration
of structural horizontal displacements. The results
obtained using all these procedures must be coincident.
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Fig. A6 – Influence of mesh density on bending moments
and horizontal displacements (Flac 3D).
Fig. A6 – Influenza della densità della mesh sul momento
flettente e sugli spostamenti orizzontali.
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Fig. B1 – Normal and shear stresses acting on the generic
section.
Fig. B1 – Tensioni normali e tangenziali agenti sulla generica
sezione.

Fig. B2 – Normal and shear stresses acting on the boundary of the retaining structure.
Fig. B2 – Tensioni normali e tangenziali agenti sul contorno
dell’opera di sostegno.

from the numerical model acting on the specific
section.

(5)

Integration of the stress acting at the diaphragm’s boundary
The bending moment on a generic section of
the retaining structure may also be calculated by
the rotational equilibrium of the stress acting at the
boundary of the structure (Fig. B2):
Expressions used for the calculation of M, N and
T are:

Obviously, in all cases discussed in this section,
both integration and derivation should be carried
out via discretization.
As an example, in figure B3 the bending moment distributions obtained for the case of the
rectangular wall are reported: the three different methods employed produce coincident results.

(2)

(3)

(4)

where the meaning of the symbols are reported in
figure B2, and Jc is the specific weight of the structural element. In this second approach normal and
shear stresses that act at the soil-structure interface
should be extracted from the analyses to make the
calculations.

Double integration of horizontal displacements
The bending moment can be also calculated by
double integration of horizontal displacement of the
structural element using the following expression:

Fig. B3 – Bending moment distributions calculated using
the three different methods.
Fig. B3 – Andamenti dei momenti flettenti calcolati con i tre
differenti metodi.
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Criteri per la modellazione numerica di
paratie a sbalzo molto rigide
Sommario
L’articolo ha per oggetto l’illustrazione del comportamento
di tre tipi di paratie a sbalzo molto rigide in terreni sabbiosi
ottenuto mediante modellazione numerica. Queste tipologie di
strutture sono frequentemente impiegate per il sostegno degli scavi
al fine di minimizzare gli spostamenti del terreno in ambiente
urbano, dove l’impiego di tiranti spesso non è perseguibile. Il
comportamento degli elementi strutturali, simulati sia come
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elementi beam sia come continuo, è ipotizzato elastico. Il
comportamento meccanico del terreno è assunto elasto-plastico
perfetto e privo di dilatanza. Con riferimento alle condizioni di
esercizio vengono confrontati gli spostamenti e le sollecitazioni
sugli elementi strutturali ottenuti per le differenti soluzioni
studiate e per i differenti approcci impiegati (beam e continuo).
L’accuratezza dei risultati è assicurata mediante analisi di
convergenza. Lo studio chiarisce il ruolo cruciale svolto dalle
tensioni tangenziali mobilitate al contorno degli elementi
strutturali conseguenti all’esecuzione degli scavi e fornisce
indicazioni per la messa a punto di modelli numerici capaci di
simulare accuratamente il comportamento di queste particolari
strutture ai fini applicativi.
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